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We sketch a novel hybrid encryption technique that supports expressive policies. It is hybrid, as it combines
ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) [BSW07] with location-based encryption (LBE)
[SD03] on the level of symmetric keys. It enables encryption under expressive policies, since it can efficiently handle attributes with continuous values, like location.
L(P1 ,P2 )
We use the following notation: EAP
(M ) denotes the encryption of a message M under a logical
conjunction of a CP-ABE attribute policy AP and a LBE location area attribute L(P1 ,P2 ) . Hereby, L(P1 ,P2 )
specifies an geographic area with the shape of an rectangle, defined by GPS coordinates P1 = (x1 , y1 ) and
PR
P2 = (x2 , y2 ). Finally, D{A}
(CT ) denotes the decryption of a ciphertext CT initiated by a receiver R,
R
using his private attribute set {A}R , while being positioned at GPS coordinate PR = (xR , yR ). Decryption
succeeds if R’s attribute set {A}R satisfies the attribute policy AP and R is positioned within L(P1 ,P2 ) ,
i.e. if x2 ≥ xR ≥ x1 and y2 ≥ yR ≥ y1 hold. It employs a location lock mapping fLL (L(P1 ,P2 ), according
to the following principle: first, GPS coordinates P1 , P2 are concatenated. Second, the resulting string
sLL(P1 ,P2 ) = x1 ||y1 ||x2 ||y2 is hashed, h(sLL(P1 ,P2 ) ), to a 128 bit string (assuming 128 bit symmetric keys),
the location lock value. Our hybrid encryption scheme works as follows: first, a random session key KeyS
is generated. Second, the message is symmetrically encrypted under KeyS , producing ciphertext CT1 .
Third, KeyS is XORed with the location lock value, generating a hybrid key KeyH . Fourth, the output is
concatenated with an encoding of the location area. Fifth, the resulting string is CP-AB encrypted under
an attribute policy AP , producing ciphertext CT2 . CT1 concatenated with CT2 form the ciphertext CT .
Then, CT is transferred to a receiver R. The scheme for hydrid decryption works as follows: first, receiver
R tries to decrypt CT2 , using his private attribute set {A}R . Second, on successful decryption, the location
area sLL(P1 ,P2 ) is extracted. Third, R’s current GPS position PR is verified to be inside the location area by
means of a tamper-resistant GPS receiver. On success, the location lock value can be computed. It is then
XORed with the recovered KeyH , in order to reconstruct KeyS . Finally, KeyS is used to symmetrically
decrypt CT1 to M .
We are currently working on applications of this technique in the areas of end-to-end secure attribute-based
messaging [Web09, BPW10, WRM10, WKRM11] and identity and access management [WMRM10].
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